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Glossary 

 

Adaptive management: a process of responding positively to change. The term adaptive 

management is used to describe an approach to managing complex natural systems that 

builds on common sense and learning from experience, experimenting, monitoring, and 

adjusting practices based on what was learned. 

Agreed procedures: short for the document Procedures agreed for the management of 

threatened species under the forest practices system, signed by the Forest Practices Authority 

and DPIPWE. 

Biodiversity: the variability among living organisms from all sources (including terrestrial, 

marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part). 

This includes diversity within species and between species and diversity of ecosystems. 

CAR reserve: comprehensive, adequate and representative reserve systems, based on 

nationally agreed criteria, also known as the 'JANIS criteria'. The CAR reserve system is 

made up of dedicated reserves, informal reserves and areas where values are protected by 

prescription.  

Certificate of compliance: a certificate lodged with the FPA within 30 days of completion of 

operations prescribed in a forest practices plan. 

Coupe: an area of forest that is planned for timber harvesting as a single unit. It may contain 

more than one silvicultural objective, such as a number of discrete gaps or clearfells or a 

combination of both. 

Discrete operational phase: one part of a sequence of phases within a forest practices plan, 

such as road construction, harvesting or reforestation.  

EPBC Act: the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, which 

relates to the protection of the environment and the conservation of biodiversity, and for 

related purposes. 

Habitat: the biophysical medium or media (a) occupied (continuously, periodically or 

occasionally) by an organism or group of organisms; or (b) once occupied (continuously, 

periodically or occasionally) by an organism, or group of organisms, and into which 

organisms of that kind have the potential to be reintroduced. 

Habitat tree: a tree that has features of particular value to fauna, frequently including tree 

hollows. The term ‘habitat tree’ is often used in reference to trees that are retained on logging 

coupes for the purpose of providing special habitat for fauna. 

Land clearing: the removal and destruction of all native vegetation and vegetation types, 

including individual trees, woodlands, grasslands, forests and wetlands. 

Monitoring: the regular observation and recording of activities taking place in a project or 

program. 

Monitoring – implementation: monitoring which is used to determine whether prescribed 

management is actually conducted  
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Monitoring – effectiveness: monitoring which is used to determine whether the management 

specified has achieved its objective. 

Old-growth forest: ecologically mature forest where the effects of unnatural disturbance are 

now negligible. The definition focuses on forest in which the upper stratum or overstorey is 

in a late mature to senescent growth stage. 

Planning tool: a tool that delivers information and guidelines on a particular subject, usually 

aimed at forest planners and forest managers.  

Prescription: a detailed specification of the objectives, area, procedures and standards for a 

task to be undertaken 

Private land: a land tenure arrangement where the land is permanently owned and not leased 

Recovery plans: wildlife management programs that delineate, justify and schedule 

management actions necessary to support the recovery of a threatened species or ecological 

community. 

Reserve – formal: publically managed land tenures that can only be revoked with 

parliamentary approval. 

Reserve – informal: an area set aside for conservation under an approved management plan 

which has: had the opportunity for the public to comment on changes to reserve boundaries; 

is able to be accurately defined on a map; and is of an area and design sufficient to sustain the 

values it seeks to protect. 

RFA: regional forest agreements (RFAs) are 20-year plans, signed by the Australian and 

certain state governments, for the conservation and sustainable management of certain areas 

of Australia’s native forests. 

Riparian: pertaining to the banks of streams, rivers or lakes. 

Rotation: the planned number of years between the establishment of a crop and its felling. 

Silviculture: the theory and practice of managing forest establishment, composition and 

growth to achieve specified management objectives. 

Stand: a group of trees or patch of forest that can be distinguished from other groups on the 

basis of size, age, species composition, condition or other attribute. 

Structure: when applied to a forest, this is the vertical and spatial distribution of the 

vegetation. 

Threatened: when used in association with a species, population or community indicates that 

it is listed under one of the threat categories in the EPBC Act 1999 and TSP Act 1995.  

Threatening process: those processes which may result in the long-term reduction of 

biodiversity. 

TSP Act 1995: Threatened Species Act 1995, a Tasmanian Act which provides for the 

protection and management of threatened native flora and fauna and enables and promotes 

the conservation of native flora and fauna. 
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Wildlife corridor: a strip of forest of varying width reserved from harvesting, to facilitate 

fauna movement including gene movement between patches of forest of varying ages and 

stages of development. 
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Summary 

 

 This document contributes to the following milestone for part 2 of the project entitled 

‘Developing a framework for the conservation of habitat of regional forest agreement 

priority species and a strategic species plan for the swift parrot’, being a schedule 

signed between the Commonwealth and Tasmanian governments dated 2 February, 

2010 and its variants (referred to in this document as ‘The Schedule’). 

Milestone 20: Midterm progress report detailing the on ground implementation of 

current forest management prescriptions (landscape and coupe level) to protect and 

assist recovery of RFA priority species in Tasmania. 

 Monitoring implementation of management prescriptions is critical to ensuring they 

achieve their objectives. Under the Forest Practices Act 1985, the Forest Practices 

Authority (FPA) is required to assess the implementation and effectiveness of a 

representative sample of forest practices plans (s.4E) and to monitor the degree of 

compliance with the Act and the Forest Practices Code (s.4G). The FPA’s monitoring 

and enforcement protocols are available from its website.  As management for flora 

and fauna values is a requirement under Section D3 of the code, the FPA must 

monitor the implementation of management prescriptions (actions) into forest 

practices plans (FPPs) and on the ground.  

 The monitoring of compliance is undertaken at three levels: routine monitoring of 

operations by Forest Practices Officers employed by forest managers, formal 

reporting on compliance required for all FPPs, and independent monitoring carried 

out by the FPA across a representative sample of FPPs in accordance with the Forest 

Practices Act. Results of the monitoring are reported in the FPA annual report.  The 

results indicate that the standard of compliance for natural and cultural values (which 

include biodiversity) is generally above sound.  

 Alleged breaches of the Act are investigated, with natural and cultural values 

contributing to between 6 and 13% of allegations in the previous 3 reporting years. 

Analysis of investigations from 2000–06 indicates that the major causes of breaches 

for natural and cultural values was deficient management systems (40%), followed by 

human error (30%) see Wilkinson (2007).  

 In addition to reporting on compliance monitoring, the FPA reports on Tasmania’s 

native forest estate. As the 95% state-wide threshold is approaching, quarterly reports 

are produced and published on the FPA website. The latest report indicates that there 

are just over 10 000 hectares of forest available for clearing and conversion before the 

threshold is reached.  

 The Biodiversity Program has also instigated a number of implementation monitoring 

projects for RFA priority species. These projects form part of the requirements of 

clause 7 of the Procedures agreed for the management of threatened species under 
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the forest practices system (shortened to Agreed procedures). They provide 

information on whether management actions are being interpreted and implemented 

correctly at the planning and operational stages. The case studies presented in this 

report demonstrate that new management actions can be introduced into the system 

and implemented, but there are gaps in our knowledge of the effectiveness of these 

management actions at achieving their objectives. A robust monitoring program that 

tests implementation and effectiveness of management actions is needed to support 

any adaptive management approach.  
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1 Introduction 

A variety of management actions are delivered via the Tasmanian forest practices system for 

the conservation of biodiversity (including RFA priority species) (Chuter and Munks, 2011). 

Monitoring the implementation of such management actions is critical in an adaptive 

management system i.e. have we done what we said we would? (Bunnell and Dunsworth, 

2004). Conservation management actions are ineffective if they are not interpreted and 

implemented correctly. Put simply, there are two questions which need to be monitored:  

 Have the required management actions been included in plans?   

 Have they implemented on the ground as planned?  

The Forest Practices Authority (FPA) assesses the standard of planning and degree of 

compliance the Forest Practices Code (the code) and forest practices plans (FPPs) as part of 

it requirements under s.4e and s.4g of the Forest Practices Act 1985. Appropriate action is 

taken in instances of poor planning, or failing to comply with prescriptions in a plan, in 

accordance with the requirements of the Act. In addition to the FPA’s compliance 

monitoring, a number of special projects involving the monitoring of the implementation of 

biodiversity provisions of the code, including those related to RFA priority species, have 

been carried out by the FPA’s Biodiversity Program staff (e.g. Munks, Richards et al. 2004). 

These projects are generally part of effectiveness monitoring projects carried out to meet the 

requirements of clause 7 of the Agreed procedures – see background report 2 (Chuter and 

Munks, 2011) for information on this document. In many cases the agreed procedures are 

initiated in response to management issues and the results are used to inform the review of 

management actions.  

The special project on the implementation of swift parrot conservation measures (Munks et 

al., 2004) highlighted the importance of monitoring and the need for an approach that 

included adapting management as new information becomes available to achieve better on-

ground outcomes. Two key ways to improve the implementation of management actions for 

the swift parrot were recommended: the development of planning tools that are clear and easy 

to understand ; and the development of training programs to educate forest planners and 

managers on how to interpret the information and management actions in the planning tools 

to achieve good on-ground practices.  

An overview of Tasmania’s forest practices system and how RFA priority species and their 

habitats are managed through policy and legislation and associated planning tools is provided 

in RFA priority species project background document 2 (Chuter and Munks, 2011).  

Background document 2 also details the process of implementation of management actions 

(i.e. how management actions are developed and implemented on the ground). We report here 

on the monitoring of implementation of those management actions on the ground. This is 

achieved through the FPA’s compliance monitoring program, the monitoring required for the 

permanent native forest estate and monitoring required for threatened species under the 

Agreed procedures. We present case studies demonstrating the implementation of 
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management actions for RFA priority species (three projects) and code provisions (one 

project).  

2 FPA compliance monitoring  

Tasmania’s forest industry is a co-regulatory system, with Forest Practices Officers (FPOs) 

trained by Forest Practices Authority (FPA) and employed by the forest industry to plan, 

supervise and monitor forestry operations and ensure compliance with the Forest Practices 

Act 1985 under the overall oversight of the independent FPA..  

Monitoring of compliance is carried out at three levels under the forest practices system 

(Forest Practices Authority, 2010a):  

1. Routine monitoring of operations by FPOs employed by forest managers. This level 

of monitoring is often undertaken as part of formal environmental management 

systems and the Australian Forestry Standard, which also involve third party audits.  

2. Formal reporting on compliance required for all FPPs under s. 25A of the Forest 

Practices Act (see section 2.1 Certificate of compliance).  

3. Independent monitoring carried out by the FPA across a representative sample of 

FPPs in accordance with s.4(E)(1)(b) of the Forest Practices Act (see section 2.2 

Independent assessment of forest practices plans).  

2.2 Certificate of compliance  

A certification of compliance (CoC) for each discrete operational phase (DOP) within a forest 

practices plan (FPP) must be lodged with the FPA within 30 days of the completion of each 

DOP. This is a requirement under the Forest Practices Act and is carried by a Forest Practices 

Officer (FPO) and lodged by the applicant of the FPP. An FPP can have one or more DOPs 

depending on the complexity of the plan. DOPs include activities such as roading, harvesting 

and reforestation (Forest Practices Authority, 2010b).  

The CoCs report on the compliance of the operation with the provisions of the FPP, including 

prescriptions for biodiversity management. There are two main reporting categories: 1. FPP 

fully complied with (i.e., all the provisions of the FPP were fully complied with) or 2. FPP 

not fully complied with. If the FPP was not fully compliant, the CoC must provide further 

detail in one of the following three categories (Forest Practices Authority, 2010b): 

1. No further action required – this generally involves a change in the operation such as 

a reduction in the actual harvest area. Such changes are noted and amendments are 

made to the FPP database.  

2. Matter resolved through corrective action – this generally means that the FPO 

undertaking the final compliance check has detected non-compliance and has issued a 

notice under the Forest Practices Act to require corrective action to ensure compliance 

with the plan. Such actions may include remedial work to improve regeneration 
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results or stabilising disused access tracks. Follow up monitoring is undertaken by the 

FPO.  

3. Further action required – this generally involves a non-compliance issue that requires 

further investigation and action by the FPA and generally involves situations where 

adverse long-term environmental harm has occurred or a corrective action is not being 

undertaken.  

In the 2009–10 reporting period, the FPA received 96.7% of the CoCs due, of which only 

2.6% of operations required further investigation (Forest Practices Authority, 2010a).  

2.2 Independent monitoring of forest practices plans 

The Forest Practices Act requires FPA to ‘assess the implementation and effectiveness of a 

sample of forest practices plans’. The FPA conducts systematic assessments of FPPs to 

objectively obtain and assess evidence to evaluate performance against the requirements of 

the Forest Practices Act and the Forest Practices Code (Forest Practices Authority, 2010a). 

The assessment process is based on a stratified random sample of certified FPPs selected 

from the FPA database (Forest Practices Authority, 2010a). There are 11 categories with 139 

standards taken into consideration through a question-based assessment. Information on the 

FPA compliance and assessment program including assessment results is available in an 

annual report on the FPA compliance and assessment program (Forest Practices Authority, 

2010b) which can be found on the FPA website (www.fpa.tas.gov.au). 

2.2.1 Monitoring of biodiversity provisions  

Monitoring of compliance includes monitoring the incorporation of biodiversity management 

prescriptions into FPPs and implementation on the ground.  At a broad level, there are three 

questions the FPA’s monitoring program seeks to answer for biodiversity: 

 Have the appropriate evaluations for species values (e.g. biodiversity) been 

carried out and the appropriate management prescriptions determined? 

 Have these prescriptions been incorporated into the certified forest practices 

plan? 

 Have the prescriptions within the FPP been carried out on the ground at the 

operational level? 

Assessment guidelines used for the monitoring of the implementation of biodiversity 

provisions are provided in appendix 1.  

In the 2009–10 financial year, the average performance rating for fauna and flora standards 

was between 3.5–3.9 which is ‘above sound’ (Forest Practices Authority, 2010b). Overall, 

state forest and private companies performed better than independent private property.   

2.3 Investigations and enforcement  

Information in this section has been sourced from the FPA website (www.fpa.tas.gov.au). 

http://www.fpa.tas.gov.au/
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The FPA investigates all complaints relating to alleged breaches of the Forest Practices Act, 

the Forest Practices Code or poor practices. Investigations are undertaken directly by FPA 

compliance staff, or by consultant FPOs. Reports and recommendations are reviewed by the 

Chief Forest Practices Officer, and when appropriate by the board of the FPA, against 

investigation and enforcement protocols (determined by the board). Investigations may also 

be undertaken in cooperation with other government agencies.  

The forest practices system is designed to achieve high environmental standards, with an 

emphasis on planning, training and education. Where issues arise, the FPA prefers that they 

will be dealt with through early detection and corrective action. Corrective action may 

involve remedial action, as well as reviewing and improving systems to ensure that similar 

issues do not arise in the future. Education is considered critical in ensuring individuals and 

companies or agencies understand their responsibilities under the Forest Practices Act, as 

well as having the capacity to meet their duty of care obligations. Where issues arise that 

generally reflect inadequate systems, or insufficient care or repeat offences, penalties are 

appropriate to reinforce the due diligence that all parties must apply when undertaking 

activities identified under the Forest Practices Act.  

Legal enforcement may be taken in several ways:  

• FPOs may give verbal or written notification (under s. 41(1)) in order to require 

persons to comply with the Forest Practices Act or an FPP. Where this notice is not 

complied with, an FPO may issue a second notice (under s. 41(2)) to direct the person 

to cease operations and carry out any work required to ameliorate any damage 

incurred as a result of the breach. Failure to comply with a s. 41(2) notice is 

considered a breach under the Act and can lead to prosecution.  

• The FPA may prosecute for failure to have operations covered by an FPP (s.17), for 

failing to comply with an FPP (s. 21) or for failing to lodge a certificate of compliance 

(s. 25A).  

• The FPA may impose fines as an alternative to prosecution (s. 47B).  

A report by Wilkinson (2007) analysed the breaches of the Forest Practices Act between 2000 

and 2006. Out of 410 investigated breaches within the 6 years, 51 (13 %) were for natural and 

cultural values (which includes biodiversity).  Since 2006, the FPA has reported 13 (15%) in 

2007–08, 7 (12%) in 2008–09 and 6 (6%) in 2009–10 investigations into allegations centred 

on natural and cultural values (Forest Practices Authority, 2008, , 2010a, , 2009a).  

Wilkinson (2007) also analysed the cause of the breach and found that while there was little 

change between 2000 and 2006, there was an increasing trend towards breaches due to lack 

of knowledge about legislation, possibly reflecting a number of significant changes to the 

Forest Practices Act.  

http://www.fpa.tas.gov.au/fileadmin/user_upload/PDFs/Admin/FPA_Investigation_and_Enforcement_Protocols.pdf
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3 Monitoring of the permanent native forest estate 

The Tasmanian Government’s Permanent Native Forest Estate Policy (PNFE policy) 

contributes to the goal of sustainable forest management by limiting the areas of native forest 

that are available for clearing and conversion to an alternative land use.  An overview of the 

PNFE policy was given in background document 2 (Chuter and Munks, 2011). Under the 

policy there is a requirement to (State of Tasmania, 2009): 

 maintain the state-wide extent of native forest at 95% of the estimated 1996 

area 

 maintain bioregional thresholds for each forest community at 75% of the 

estimated 1996 area or a minimum of 2000 ha (whichever is the higher) 

 maintain threatened vegetation communities.  

The Tasmanian Forest Practices Act 1985 requires FPA to implement, monitor and report on 

the maintenance of the permanent native forest estate (State of Tasmania, 1985).  

The loss of native forest in Tasmania is reported in the FPA Annual Report. Figures and 

results are presented: on a state-wide basis; by community in each bioregion; and by a 

‘watchlist’ of those forest communities reaching thresholds. The loss of native forest is 

calculated against the 2002 (REF) revision of the 1996 RFA forest community extent, and 

only includes figures associated with activities covered by the forest practices system (Forest 

Practices Authority, 2010a).  

As the state-wide extent of native forest nears the 95% threshold, FPA has produced quarterly 

reports and published the results on website (www.fpa.tas.gov.au). The latest report from 

January 2012 shows a total of 4.72% decrease from the 1996 area, which leaves  

9136 hectares remaining before the threshold is reached (figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Decrease in forest area by bioregion and state total since 1996.  

 

http://www.fpa.tas.gov.au/
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4.  Biodiversity implementation monitoring projects – case studies 

The objective of Tasmania’s forest practices system is to achieve sustainable management of 

Crown and private forest with due care for the environment while delivering…(ea) an 

emphasis on research, review and continuing improvement… (State of Tasmania, 1985).  

The key to achieving an objective, like this one, is to have clear instructions, good 

communication and a feedback loop providing for on-going improvement. A wealth of 

information and instructions on the conservation management of RFA priority species and 

their habitats have been developed over the years for use by forest planners (Chuter and 

Munks, 2011, Wapstra and Munks, 2007). Implementation monitoring is one critical step to 

ensuring that the management prescriptions applied are effective in achieving their 

objectives. 

The FPA Biodiversity Program has initiated a number of research and monitoring projects on 

a range of species and topics that are relevant to improving management of biodiversity in 

areas covered by the Tasmanian forest practices system. Several projects have been 

specifically designed to monitor the implementation of species management prescriptions and 

code provisions for biodiversity at both the planning stage and in operations. A full list of the 

current projects which FPA are involved with can be found in the FPA annual report (Forest 

Practices Authority, 2010a). Here we present four case studies on the monitoring of the 

implementation of current forest management prescriptions for conservation of RFA priority 

species and their habitats in areas covered by the forest practices system.  
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4.1 Monitoring the implementation of the swift parrot habitat planning guideline in 

areas covered by the Tasmanian forest practices system (2009–11) 

Background 

The swift parrot habitat planning guideline has been used to guide decision making for the 

maintenance of swift parrot habitat in areas covered by the Tasmanian forest practices system 

since early 2009. The decision-making approach and how the recommended actions are 

applied across the landscape are illustrated in Figure 1.1 and 1.2.  It should be noted, 

however, that the habitat planning guideline is still considered a draft and has not been 

endorsed for use by the Board of the FPA and the Secretary of DPIPWE, as required by the 

Agreed procedures between DPIPWE and FPA for the management of threatened species 

under the forest practices system. This has meant that forest practices plans (FPPs) within the 

breeding range of the swift parrot are still being dealt with on a coupe-by-coupe basis. 

However, by using the habitat planning guideline, Forest Practices Authority (FPA) 

ecologists have been able to provide recommended actions to forestry practitioners that 

deliver landscape-scale management outcomes.  

Implementation of the habitat planning guideline 

Between January 2009 and December 2011, the FPA has received 138 notifications of FPPs 

being developed within the eastern breeding-range of the swift parrot. Planners developing 

these FPPs have required advice for the management of swift parrot habitat. A ‘notification’ 

comprises of a set of evaluation sheets which the forest planner completes, providing 

information the potential special values within coupe (harvest unit area) where a forestry 

operation is proposed (see Chuter and Munks, 2011a for additional information on the 

notification and biodiversity evaluation system).  

Of the 138 notifications received, 44 were within swift parrot important breeding areas 

(SPIBAs) and 94 were outside SPIBAs (Figure 1.3). A summary of the recommendations 

delivered in each forestry district (based on State forest divisions) is presented in Table 1.1 

(see Figure 1.4 for location of districts). A full list of notifications including locations, size, 

operation and land use is given in Appendix 2.  

Recommendations 1 and 3–6 are from the previous version of the decision tree (Appendix 3) 

and recommendations 1* and 3*–5* are from the current version of the decision tree (figure 

1.1) which has been implemented since November 2010. More than half of the notifications 

have been from the Huon forest district (81); the remainder are from Derwent (50) and Bass 

(7).  
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Figure 1.1 Decision-tree from interim swift parrot habitat planning guideline (Forest 

Practices Authority, 2010c) 
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Figure 1.2 Distribution of recommended actions across the eastern breeding-range of 

the swift parrot 
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Table 1: breakdown of recommendations delivered using the decision tree by forestry 

district and tenure. For the purposes of this table, industrial freehold and council owned 

land has been included in the private land category.  

District Tenure Recommendation number Total 

1 3 4 5 6 1* 3* 4* 5*  

Bass Private 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

State 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 6 

Derwent Private 8 1 1 10 9 0 0 0 0 29 

State 2 0 3 4 10 0 0 1 1 21 

Huon Private 8 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 12 

State 8 5 0 12 33 6 4 0 1 69 

Total 26 7 5 27 60 6 4 1 2 138 

 

Table 1.2 is a summary of the type and number of forestry operations which have required 

advice for the management of swift parrot habitat. The majority of operations have been 

native forestry, either clearfell (63) or partial harvesting (46). For the purposes of this 

summary table the term ‘partial harvesting’ represents thinning, retention of advanced 

growth, seed tree, shelterwood, and group or single tree retention operations (Wilkinson, 

1994).  The term ‘clearfell’ represents clearfelling followed by regeneration to native forest 

(Wilkinson, 1994) and ‘conversion’ is clearing followed by conversion to plantation or 

another land use (Forest Practices Authority, 2010a). 

Table 2: Summary of the type of operation and number of notification by tenure.  

Tenure Clearfell Conversion Partial Road Mine Water 

reservoir 

Quarry Firewood Total 

State 57 0 27 11 0 0 1 0 96 

Private 5 13 19 0 0 0 0 1 38 

State & 

private 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Council 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Industrial 

freehold 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Total 63 14 46 11 1 1 1 1 138 

 

Refusals of forest practices plan 

In some cases the FPA biodiversity program, in consultation with DPIPWE’s Threatened 

Species Section, has negotiated management outcomes on a case-by-case basis where the full 

recommendation cannot be meet; however the negotiated outcomes still meet the intent of the 

guideline.  

Since 2009 there have been six FPPs refused by FPA due to the presence of swift parrot 

habitat and the application of actions delivered by the planning guideline. These refusals were 

referred to the Forest Practices Tribunal by the landowner. A brief summary of the appeal 

process is given in Appendix 4. Three of these FPPs were proposed conversion operations 
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(clearing of native forest and establishment of plantation) which the FPA refused based on 

the FPA planning guideline 2008/1 (Forest Practices Authority 2008), which is in the action 

recommended by one of the pathways of the decision tree. The tribunal upheld the decision 

by the FPA to refuse the FPP in all three conversion cases. One FPP for partial harvesting of 

swift parrot habitat within a SPIBA was also refused by the FPA and the decision upheld by 

the tribunal. For the remaining two FPPs a negotiated outcome was reached through the 

tribunal process which allowed some partial harvesting to take place while retaining habitat 

for the swift parrot. The FPPs involved in the appeal process have been highlighted in 

Appendix 4.  

Future work 

A project was started by FPA in March 2011 looking at the standard of implementation of the 

management actions recommended for the conservation of swift parrot habitat (Schofield, 

2011). This project aims to monitor the implementation of current management actions for 

the swift parrot both during planning and implementation of a forest operation. It will 

evaluate the standards achieved by foresters in assessing habitat (both nesting and foraging) 

and implementing FPP prescriptions. It will also evaluate long-term reforestation success in 

areas where pre-2006 management actions for the swift parrot were implemented.   
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Figure 1.3: Location of notification for FPPs which have had recommendations from the swift parrot decision tree applied. Locations 

represented by a circle are from the previous version of the swift parrot decision tree (Appendix 3) and locations represented by a triangle are 

from the current version of the swift parrot decision tree (figure 1.1)
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Figure 1.4: Location of forestry districts relevant to the swift parrot implementation 

monitoring results. 

Derwent 

Bass 

Huon 
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4.2 Implementation of the Species Management Plan for Hoplogonus simsoni 

(Simsons stag beetle) on State forest in north-eastern Tasmania 

 

Background 

Hoplogonus simsoni (Simsons stag beetle) is listed as a threatened species on the Tasmanian 

Threatened Species Protection Act 1995 and as a priority species under the Tasmanian 

Regional Forest Agreement 1997.  It is a forest dependent species, occupying leaf-litter and 

woody debris on the forest floor and is potentially threatened by temporary habitat loss 

through timber harvesting (Meggs et al., 2003, Meggs et al., 2004, Meggs and Munks, 1998) 

The species has a restricted distribution in the north-east of Tasmania, figure 2.1, and is 

known from approximately 26 500 ha with much of its known and potential habitat occurring 

on areas subject to wood production (Meggs, 1996, 1997, 1998). 

Following the work of (Meggs, 1996, 1997, 1998) a management plan was proposed for the 

conservation of the species (Meggs and Munks, 1998). This early plan was later further 

developed into the Species management plan for Hoplogonus simsoni on State forest in 

north-eastern Tasmania drawing on further research work (Meggs, 2003, Meggs et al., 2003, 

Meggs et al., 2004, Fox et al., 2004). This now forms part of the public authority 

management agreement (PAMA) between Forestry Tasmania and the Department of Primary 

Industries, Parks, Water and the Environment (DPIPWE)(Forestry Tasmania, 2008). The 

PAMA is a strategic planning tool that essentially applies to state forest, although the 

Threatened Fauna Adviser has delivered the intent of the outcomes across all tenures since 

1998 (Wapstra and Munks, 2007). A public authority management agreement (PAMA) is 

recognised by the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act 1995 through the permit 

conditions under s.51(State of Tasmania, 1995): 

(3) A person acting in accordance with a certified forest practices plan or a public 

authority management agreement may take, without a permit, a specimen of a listed 

taxon of flora or fauna, unless the Secretary, by notice in writing, requires the person 

to obtain a permit. 

The development and delivery of the management plan is given in RFA priority species 

project – background Document 1 (Chuter and Munks, 2011). This case study examines the 

implementation of the management plan on State forest.  

Hoplogonus simsoni management plan 

The Simsons stag beetle management plan was endorsed as part of the PAMA in 2008 by the 

Secretary of the (then) Department of Primary Industries and Water and the Managing 

Director for Forestry Tasmania. Since that time, the management plan has been used to 

develop management actions for H. simsoni which are based largely on landscape zoning 

developed from predictive habitat mapping and land tenure (see Chuter and Munks 2011 for 

details). Four management zones are recognised for this species (figure 2.2):  
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 reserves (informal and formal) 

 special management zones 

 native forest only 

 plantation permitted. 

Within each zone there are restrictions on the type of forestry operation permitted (if any) and 

spatial and temporal guidelines aimed at maintain landscape heterogeneity for the long-term 

persistence of population of H. simsoni. These are delivered through the six key outcomes of 

the management plan, discussed below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 (top left): location of Hoplogonus simsoni range boundary in north-eastern 

Tasmania.  

Figure 2.2: land-use zones for H. simsoni management plan, showing 2001 reserves 

(light brown), designated special management zones for H. simsoni (areas A and B), 

‘plantation permitted zones’ (bright yellow), plantation not-permitted zones (dark 

green), and private land shown in light yellow (Forestry Tasmania, 2008).  
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Implementation monitoring: 

Under section 5 of the management plan, Forestry Tasmania is required to annually monitor 

forestry operations to ensure that they are in compliance with the actions in the management 

plan. To date, Forestry Tasmania has completed two annual reports: 2008–09 (Tyquin and 

Walls, 2009) and 2009–10 (Yee and Walls, 2011). The information presented here has been 

sourced from these reports. 

Forestry Tasmania reports on the six key outcomes of the H. simsoni management plan: 

1. Maintenance of over 7150 ha of H. simsoni potential habitat (40% of the total extent of 

potential habitat) in the current CAR reserve system on State forest. 

Since the implementation of the management plan, there are been an increase in the area of 

potential habitat captured within the CAR reserve system from 7150 to 7660. The increase 

has come from a change in zoning, from condition zoned forest to informal reserve. The 

annual reports, however, do not provide any information on the quality of the additional 

habitat captured in the reserved area.  

2. Exclusion of harvesting from 480 ha of predominantly high and medium quality potential 

habitat, in areas designated as special management zones for H. simsoni (3% of the total 

extent of potential habitat). 

This area (480ha) has been incorporated into the CAR reserve system, which gives it a higher 

conservation status/security.  

3. Maintenance of approximately 2,280ha of potential H. simsoni habitat in a network of 

biodiversity spines, where native forest rotations must be at least 8- years; and additional of 

high quality potential habitat to the biodiversity spine network. 

Since implementation of the management plan, Forestry Tasmania has added a new 

biodiversity spine to provide a link between Waratah Creek Forest Reserve and Blue Tier 

Forest Reserve. This had added 22ha of high, 118 ha of medium and 174 ha of low quality 

habitat to the biodiversity spine network.  

4. Enhanced dispersal of coupes containing high or medium quality potential habitat beyond 

the requirements of the Forest Practices Code.  

Dispersal of harvesting coupes has met the requirement of the management plan, according to 

a visual assessment. The reports do not provide any specifics on individual coupes or any 

issues encountered with meeting this outcome.  

5. Limit on the extent of native forest harvesting within the next ten years to less than 25% of 

potential habitat for H. simsoni on State forest, whereby no more than 10% of potential 

habitat would be clearfelled in the next ten years.–In both reports Forestry Tasmania has 

provided a list of coupes that were harvested within the specified financial year, table 1. In 

2008–09 and 2009–10 a total of 357ha of native forest was harvested, of this 153ha was 

clearfelled. The areas are within the accepted limits set by the management plan.  
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6. Identification of research and monitoring priorities with a commitment to review this 

species management plan as or when significant changed to the current understanding of 

threats come to light. 

There are currently two projects that will directly feed information into the H. simsoni 

management plan: 

1. Monitoring the effects of regrowth thinning, clearfell burn and sow, and conversion to 

plantation of wet eucalypt forest on populations of H. simsoni and terrestrial snails. 

2. Investigating the emergence, dispersal and longevity of H. simsoni in plantation and 

native forests. 

Conclusion 

The reporting requirement of the species management plan provides essential feedback to 

ensure that the management actions within the plan are being implemented.  

Based on the implementation monitoring reports by Forestry Tasmania (Tyquin and Walls, 

2009, Yee and Walls, 2011), the forest management and operations carried out within the 

range of H. simsoni are consistent with the provision of the species management plan.  
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4.3 Conservation management of Prasophyllum stellatum (Ben Lomond leek-

orchid), a forest-dependent endangered species 

Background 

Prasophyllum stellatum (Ben Lomond leek-orchid, figure 3.1) is an RFA priority species and 

is listed as endangered on the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act 1995 and 

critically endangered on the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 1999. The species is forest dependent, occupying sites on Jurassic dolerite 

supporting eucalypt forest with a shrubby to grassy understorey, and is known only from two 

disjunct sites in northern Tasmania: Storys Creek and Cluan Tier (figure 3.2). The principal 

threat to this species is inappropriate disturbance; long-term absence of disturbance can result 

in plants being shaded out of the understorey, alternatively too frequent a disturbance event 

from wildlife or intensive forestry regeneration burns may also be detrimental (Threatened 

Species Section, 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 (left): Prasophyllum stellatum from Storys Creek (photo courtesy of Mark 

Wapstra) 

Figure 3.2 (right): Distribution of Prasophyllum stellatum (Threatened Species Section, 

2010) 
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Management within the forest practices system 

Prasophyllum stellatum occurs predominantly on state forest subject to forestry activities and 

has been recorded from a range of forest ages, from mature forest through to forest 

regenerating from selective harvesting and clearfelling (Wapstra et al., in press). There are no 

standard endorsed management actions for the conservation of this species within areas 

covered by the forest practices system, therefore the development of appropriate management 

occurs on a case by case basis.  

In 2006, FPA was notified of intended forestry operations within two coupes (SY003a and 

SY005b) at Storys creek in north-eastern Tasmania. Both coupes supported potential habitat 

for the P. stellatum, with one coupe having the type locality (location where the species was 

first described) of the species within its boundaries (Wapstra et al., in press). Following 

consultation between FPA and DPIPWE as required under the Agreed procedures (Chuter 

and Munks, 2011, Wapstra and Munks, 2007) a survey was required. Prasophyllum stellatum 

was located from several sites (figures 3.3 and 3.4) and management advice was provided 

that required exclusion zones be established to ensure maintenance of mapped locations and 

potential habitat (Wapstra et al., in press).The FPA Biodiversity Program also recommended 

that the coupes were surveyed two years after logging to determine if additional populations 

appeared in the areas that were harvested.  

Monitoring the implementation of management actions 

Prasophyllum stellatum is included in the Threatened Tasmanian Orchid Recovery Plan 

2006–10 (Threatened Species Section, 2006).  An objective of the recovery plan is to:  

…acquire accurate information for sound management decisions and conservation status 

assessments. 

Two specific actions with high priorities are to ‘conduct a baseline survey’ and ‘monitor 

managed sites’  

To implement the actions of the recovery plan, a project was instigated to conduct surveys of 

known and potential sites for P. Stellatum; to provide more information on its distribution, 

habitat characteristics and conservation management (Wapstra et al., in press). Although the 

project was aimed at providing information at a broader level, it did assess known sites and 

potential habitat within the coupes SY003a and SY005b thereby implementing the 

recommendation for post-harvesting surveys.  

Populations of P. stellatum were found within the undisturbed forest and within the harvested 

areas in coupes SY003a and SY005b (Wapstra et al., in press). Wapstra et al. (in press) 

suggests that selective harvesting activities may have released orchid tubers from dormancy 

and created sites suitable for germination.  
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Figure 3.3 (left): coupe SY003a 

with location of Prasophyllum 

stellatum (black dot) found during 

pre-harvesting survey (Wapstra, 

2006b). This site was protected 

from operations by a 1 ha 

exclusion zone.  

Figure 3.4 (below): coupe SY005b 

with locations of Prasophyllum 

stellatum (black dots and squares) 

found during pre-harvesting 

survey (Wapstra, 2006a). Most of 

the known sites were protected 

from operations by exclusions 

zones.   
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Adaptive management 

Forestry activities are often seen as a threat to threatened species, and while this is the case 

for many species, there are some forest dependant species which are not detrimentally 

affected and may be dependent on the disturbance for long-term population viability. The 

results of the study by Wapstra et al. (in press) indicate that Prasophyllum stellatum may 

benefit from some forms of forest practices, depending on the disturbance intensity and 

timing. Surveys conducted during the study found plants growing in undisturbed and recently 

harvested forest, on pushed up dirt adjacent to old landing sites, and on verges of well-

maintained forestry roads.  

Previous management for this species within the forest practices system has been to capture 

known sites within excluded areas and protect them from forestry activities. This 

management action is still warranted for actives involved clearing of native forest and 

conversion to another land use (e.g. plantation establishment, road construction etc.); 

however the disturbance associated with selective harvesting may be appropriate for long-

term maintenance of populations. While protection of key sites is still an important 

conservation measure, appropriate disturbance of known sites may be just as important. 

Wapstra et al. (in press) suggests that a selective harvesting approach that minimises 

disturbance to identified key sites and maintains some canopy and understory structure, 

appears to be appropriate to maintain, and perhaps enhance, the habitat of P. stellatum. 

The information gained from this research will be used to adapt management actions for this 

particular species. 
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4.4 Mortality rates of retained habitat trees in State forest coupes: a long-term 

implementation monitoring project 

Background 

The Tasmanian Regional Forest Agreement 1997 identified hollow dependent fauna as 

priority species. A large number of vertebrate species use tree hollows for shelter and 

breeding in Tasmania, including threatened species such as the swift parrot (Lathamus 

discolor) (Koch et al., 2008). 

Forest operations within areas subject to the forest practices system are required to be 

conducted in accordance with the Forest Practices Act 1985 and associated Forest Practices 

Code (code) (State of Tasmania, 1985, Forest Practices Board, 2000). Under the code, tree 

hollow management includes implementation of the wildlife habitat clump provision which 

requires the retention of ‘habitat trees’. The code defines a habitat tree as a mature living tree 

selected to be retained in a coupe because it has features of special value for wildlife (e.g. 

hollows); more recently a habitat tree has been described as a tree that contains feature such 

as hollows that are likely to be used by fauna (Koch, 2009). The code prescribes that wildlife 

habitat clumps be retained at a rate of one clump every five hectares for operations with no or 

low intensity burning; or every 200 metres along the boundary for operations involving high 

intensity burning.  

There have been few empirical studies of the longevity of such retained habitat trees on 

logged sites (Gibbons and Lindenmayer 1997). However, such information is critical to the 

long-term success of any habitat tree retention strategy 

Implementation monitoring project 

In 1999 the FPA initiated a project to assess the implementation of the wildlife habitat clump 

provision of the code and the long-term mortality rate of the habitat trees captured within the 

wildlife habitat clumps. Long-term monitoring plots were established in 29 wildlife habitat 

clumps across ten coupes on public land across Tasmania (figure 4.1a) following timber 

harvesting in 1999–2000. The plots were reassessed in 2005, and data will be collected on a 

five or six yearly basis. Each tree within a plot was given a unique identifier (figure 4.1b) so 

that data on individual trees could be compared at different points in time, figures 4.2. 

Implementation was assessed on two levels:  

 Were the guidelines for wildlife habitat retention from the code applied correctly?  

 Were habitat trees correctly indentified and captured within the wildlife habitat 

clumps?  

Initial results found that the wildlife habitat clump provision of the code had been correctly 

applied, in terms of the size and number of wildlife habitat clumps retained, and the exclusion 

of wildlife habitat clumps from operations (Duhig et al., 1999). Identification of habitat trees 

and the inclusion of two to three habitat trees per wildlife habitat clump (as required in the 

code) was also achieved in 96% of the plots. By 2005, the overall percentage of habitat trees 
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within clumps had decreased; although it is worth noting that the number of dead trees had 

increased. Only live trees were considered prime habitat trees as they were considered to 

have a higher chance of longevity and followed the classification of a habitat tree in the 

Forest Practices Code. However, dead trees can provide a resource for forest fauna and 

cannot be discounted, although their contribution may be limited over time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1a:The location of coupes used within the wildlife habitat clump study.  

Figure 4.1b: Each tree was individually tagged with a unique identifier.  

By 2005, there had been 50% increase in the number of dead trees and most of the assessed 

wildlife habitat clumps supported dead trees. General observations were that wind exposure, 

clump size, accessibility (for illegal wood cutting), fire damage and steep topography were all 

factors that contributed to tree mortality within the wildlife habitat clumps (Duhig et al., 

1999).  

Adaptive Management 

The Biodiversity Review Panel (Biodiversity Review Panel, 2008) had several 

recommendations regarding wildlife habitat clumps and hollow habitat maintenance. In terms 

of longevity, it was recommended that WHCs were recorded for future land-use decisions (to 

ensure they were not lost) and that the use of WHCs should be tailored to the specific value 

needing retention. This recommendation has arisen due to wildlife habitat clumps being used 

as a management action for a range of values. They are commonly used to capture habitat for 

other fauna and flora species, and this can sometimes detracted from their primary objective 

of hollow-habitat maintenance. For example, capturing an area of grassy habitat for the 
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Ptunarra brown butterfly within a ‘wildlife habitat clump’ may provide a good conservation 

outcome for that species but not meet the intent of the wildlife habitat clump provision. 

Correct implementation of the wildlife habitat clump provision of the Forest Practice Code 

and identification of habitat trees are essential components of hollow maintenance within the 

forest practices system. This implementation monitoring study showed that although the 

wildlife habitat clumps had been implemented in accordance with the code, five years after 

timber harvesting the tree mortality had increased exponentially due to factors including 

exposure, topography and accessibility. This suggests that placement of wildlife habitat 

clumps with in a coupe should be given more consideration during coupe planning stages.  
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Figure 4.2: A wildlife habitat clump in 1999 (left) and 2005 (right). The wildlife habitat clump appears to be displaying signs of 

increased tree senescence in 2005, which may be a result of exposure from the road.  
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5 Conclusion 

A desirable feature of a successful approach to the conservation of forest biodiversity across 

the production landscape is a robust monitoring system that promotes adaptive management 

(Koch et al., 2011, Lindenmayer and Franklin, 2002) . Monitoring the implementation of 

management actions is critical to ensure that the actions are applied and interpreted correctly 

at the planning and operational phases.  

Through the Tasmanian forest practices system a variety of management actions are 

implemented for the conservation of biodiversity. The system requires checks and reporting 

at various stages to ensure that operations comply with the policy and legislation.  Results of 

compliance monitoring are reported publicly in the Forest Practices Authority (FPA) annual 

report which gives the system transparency and makes it accountable. In general, there is a 

high achievement in the implementation of management actions for natural and cultural 

values (including management of RFA priority species). Instances where management 

actions are not implemented or not correctly implemented are investigated and reported on, 

allowing feedback into the system. 

In terms of RFA priority species, under the procedures agreed between the FPA and DPIPWE 

for the management of threatened species in wood production areas, the FPA is required to 

monitor and report on the standard of compliance and the effectiveness of site-specific 

management prescriptions. The case studies presented in this document demonstrate that the 

standard of compliance (i.e. implementation) is monitored through target species (e.g. swift 

parrot) and that the forest practise system is capable of adapting to new information and 

implementing innovative management if required. Such target projects provide useful 

information, noting that resources limit the number of species that can be monitored in depth.  

The second component to a robust monitoring system is an effectiveness monitoring 

program. This report shows that the forest practice system is achieving implementation of 

management actions for RFA priority species, but there are some gaps in knowledge of the 

effectiveness of these actions i.e., are the management actions achieving their objectives? 

Background report 4 (Munks and Koch 2011) for the RFA priority species project reviews 

the effectiveness monitoring programs established interstate and overseas, with the objective 

of designing a systematic effectiveness monitoring program that best uses the limited 

available resources within Tasmania.  
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Appendix 1: Assessment guidelines for flora and fauna – based on the Forest Practices 

Code 2000 (Forest Practices Authority, 2009b) 

 

No Question Code Instructions/judgement basis 

Flora 

98 Has the FPP flora evaluation 

sheet been correctly 

completed for plant 

communities? 

D3, D3.1 Consider the following:  

Have plant communities been 

identified using appropriate module of 

the Forest Botany Manual– Section 2? 

Check by reference to Tasveg maps, 

vegetation survey reports, formal 

advice or field inspection by assessor.  

Have conservation priorities been 

correctly determined? Check by 

reference to appropriate Forest Botany 

Module – Section 2.  

Have the RFA communities and their 

areas been transferred to FPP cover 

sheet?  

 

99 Has the FPP flora evaluation 

sheet been correctly 

completed for priority plant 

species? 

 Consider the following:  

Have databases been used to 

determine if threatened plant species 

are within or close to FPP area?  

Have other priority plant species been 

identified (Section 3 of appropriate 

Forest Botany Module)?  

 

100 Has the FPP flora evaluation 

sheet been correctly 

completed for sites of 

potential significance? 

 Consider the following:  

Have sites of significance been 

identified using appropriate Forest 

Botany Module – Section 4? An 

indication if such sites are present is 

given by topographic, geology or PI 

maps.  

 

101 Has the FPP flora evaluation 

sheet been correctly 

completed for possible 

effects of operation on 

formal reserves, SMZ (flora 

or health) or private land 

reserves? 

 Consider the following:  

Is operation on or adjacent to reserves 

or SMZs (flora or health) – use 

appropriate maps?  

Could operation affect such reserves 

or SMZs (all cases with plantation 

establishment)?  

 

102 Have flora values been 

referred to FPA Biodiversity 

Program as required? 

D1 Consider the following for plant 

communities, priority plant species, 

sites of potential significance (Table 
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4a sites), effects of operations on 

reserves or SMZs (Flora or Health):  

Has the FPA Biodiversity Program 

been notified in accordance with the 

evaluation sheet?  

In FPPs where the evaluation sheet has 

not been satisfactorily completed – 

should the FPA Biodiversity Program 

have been notified?  

 

103 Have important flora values 

and advice been taken into 

account in FPP?  

D3.3 Consider the FPP and variations. 

Check Section D of FPP and other 

sections if appropriate (e.g. roading, 

felling, reforestation).  

In FPPs where formal advice has been 

received, has botanical advice been 

incorporated into plan (areas excluded 

from operations or prescriptions)?  

In FPPs where no formal advice has 

been received, are planning and 

prescriptions consistent with flora 

requirements of FPC, RFA etc?  

 

104 Have the botanical 

requirements of the FPP or 

variations been followed?  

This may include advice 

about additional issues (e.g. 

management of weeds and 

disease; remnant vegetation).  

 Are there any deviations from the FPP 

that affect plant communities, priority 

plant species, sites of significance or 

formal reserves/SMZs (flora or 

health)?  

Have any prescriptions not been 

implemented?  

 

Fauna 

105 Was all the required 

information supplied in the 

fauna evaluation? 

D3, D3.2 Consider the FPP and variations. Has 

it covered all aspects of the check list 

provided in the evaluation sheet?  

106 Were known localities and 

potential habitat for 

threatened species identified 

correctly? 

D3.3 Consider the evaluation sheet and use 

planning tools (maps, TFM, TFA etc) 

to check the correctness of the 

evaluation.  

107 Has the FPA’s Biodiversity 

Program been contacted for 

advice on threatened species, 

if required, and was 

advice/survey results 

adopted in final 

prescriptions? 

D1, D3.3 Consider the FPP and evaluation 

sheet. Has the FPA been consulted 

where required and was advice 

included in the FPP or variations? 

Check action prescribed by the 

threatened fauna advisor.  

108 Were prescriptions for 

threatened species 

incorporated clearly in FPP 

text and map? 

 Check FPP and map. Have necessary 

prescriptions been incorporated clearly 

into the FPP or variations? 
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109 If present, were wildlife 

habitat strips identified and 

WHS prescriptions 

incorporated correctly in the 

FPP and map?  

D3.2  Check State forest MDC zoning and 

any other appropriate strategic 

planning maps – were all WHS 

identified?  

Check FPP and evaluation sheet (use 

Fauna technical note 8). Have WHS 

been correctly prescribed in the FPP?  

110 If present, were faunal SMZs 

identified and if required, 

were SMZ prescriptions 

placed in the FPP and map?  

D3.2  Check planning maps. Were all SMZs 

correctly identified?  

Check FPP – were SMZ prescriptions 

placed in the FPP?  

111 Was the requirement for 

wildlife habitat clumps 

correctly assessed and 

documented?  

D3.2  Check the evaluation sheet using 

Fauna Technical Note 7.  

If WHCs were required, were the 

correct prescriptions inserted in the 

FPP?  

Was the appropriate number, 

composition or size specified in the 

FPP?  

Was the correct number and 

approximate location marked on the 

FPP map?  

Was anyone listed as responsible for 

marking WHCs?  

 

112 Have threatened fauna 

prescriptions in the FPP been 

implemented? 

 Are there any deviations from the 

plan’s wording?  

Are there any omissions or 

prescriptions not implemented or 

altered with a variation without 

consulting with the specialist?  
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Appendix 2: Data collected on notification for FPPs submitted to the FPA since January 2009 that have requested or required advice for 

the management of swift parrot habitat.  

This table only includes notifications for native forest FPPs (including native forestry operations and conversion operations). Established 

plantations are not currently subject to the recommendation in the Swift parrot decision tree, unless a plantation harvest operation involves the 

harvesting of native forest remnants within the plantation. See below for explanation of column headings.  

Date 
Received FPP # Coupe # Rec # Location 

Area 
Ha Proposed Land use Tenure Operation District 

16/01/2009 TJW0165 EP004D 1 Esperance 28 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

28/01/2009 AKO0168 Coupe A 1 Kellevie 54 Agriculture/grazing Private Conversion Derwent 

28/01/2009 TJW0176 SO032B 3 Tylers Road 54 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

5/02/2009 TJW0164 HA044C 6 Hastings 39 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

13/02/2009  SFM131  1 Nicholls Rivulet 68 Eucalypt plantation Private Conversion Huon 

13/02/2009 CWB0186 DW120F. 6 St. Peters Pass 96 Eucalypt plantation Private Conversion Derwent 

13/02/2009  Coupe B 5 Runnymede 90 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

13/02/2009 TJW0168 CM004E 6 South Cape spur 25 108 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

13/02/2009 TJW0177 AR041B 6 Arve Road, South West Creek 68 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

23/02/2009  BLW006 6 Mt Nicholas 4 Open cut mine private/State Mine Bass 

26/02/2009  GN231E 6 Marshals Tier Stonehouse 155 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

2/03/2009 EJL0077 GC100B 6 Peters Road/ Spurrs Rivulet 76 Production forest State forest Partial harvesting Bass 

2/03/2009  UR102B 6 Argonaut Road 68 Production forest State forest Partial harvesting Bass 

3/03/2009 GAR0255 AR008C 5 Crib Hill road extension 3 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 

4/03/2009 TJW0182 AR070H 6 Edwards Road 3 63 Native forest State forest Roadline Huon 

13/03/2009 AKO0175 Coupe C 1 Spring Beach 1 residential/Native Forest Private Clearfell Derwent 

31/03/2009  Coupe D 1 5 Whitefoord 114 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

6/04/2009 GAR0256 RU023F 5 Plenty Link Spur Extension 4 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 

11/05/2009 TJW0186 AR080H 1 Bracken Ridge Link/Lidgerwood Road 47 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

15/05/2009 TJW0185 AR002E 6 Crib Hill Road 41 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

18/05/2009  SFM133  5 Between Broadmarsh and Gretna 97 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

18/05/2009  SFM134  5 Gretna 135 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

19/05/2009  AB114A 3 South Bruny Island 24 Native forest Private Clearfell Huon 

20/05/2009 RSS0006 Coupe E2 1 Ringrove, Rheban 465 native forest/Eucalypt forest Private Conversion Derwent 

21/05/2009 JLR0130 SH019F 6 Snow Hill 31 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

21/05/2009 JLR0129 SH020C 6 Snow Hill 276 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

26/05/2009 GAR0258 CM008H 6 South Cape spur 15 extension 3 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 
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27/05/2009 TJW0187 AR015B 3 Crib Hill Road 47 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

28/05/2009  SFM135 û A.  6 Buckland 46 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

2/06/2009  EH174C 6 Highcroft 13 Eucalypt plantation 
Industrial 
freehold Conversion Derwent 

2/06/2009  Coupe F 1 Summerleas Rd, Kingston 45 Residential Private Conversion Huon 

5/06/2009 GAR0257 BB026D 5 

Eddy Spur 1 extension 
 
Kings Road extension 6 Roadline State forest Clearfell Huon 

12/06/2009  GN213C 5 Marshals Tier Lemont 175 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

15/06/2009 TJW0190 AR087C 6 Bracken Ridge Link 4 62 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

16/06/2009 CWB0200 Coupe G 1 Garden Is. Creek 195 eucalypt plantation/Native forest Private Conversion Huon 

17/06/2009 GAR0260 AR080G 6 Braken Ridge Link Spur 2 2 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 

18/06/2009 TJW0193 GAR0245 6 Judds Link Rd, South of Judds Bluff 70 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

23/06/2009  GN213D 5 Stonehouse, Lemont 144 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

24/06/2009 JLR0132 SH085C 5 Snow Hill 195 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

26/06/2009 JLR0134 TO038B 6 Tooms Forest Block, M15 road 181 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

8/07/2009 JLR0135 SH065B 4 Snow Hill 45 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

13/07/2009 TJW0200 CM019C 5 South Cape Road 18/1 92 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

13/07/2009 GAR0263 AR075F 6 Blue Hill/Edwards Link Road 4 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 

15/07/2009  SX035C 6 Styx Forest Block 48 Native forest State forest Clearfell Derwent 

23/07/2009 RSS0007 Coupe H 1 Ringrove, Rheban 200 eucalypt plantation/PAR/RES Private Conversion Derwent 

23/07/2009 RSS0008 Coupe I 1 Ringrove, Rheban 403 eucalypt /Native Forest/Res Private Conversion Derwent 

24/07/2009  Coupe J 5 York Plains 90 native forest/Plantation Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

27/07/2009 TJW0197 HA018D 3 Facy Road 66 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

27/07/2009 TJW0198 HA018E 3 Facy Road 57 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

30/07/2009  SFM137 5 Buckland road 79 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

30/07/2009 GAR0265 BB025A 5 South Barnback Road spur 3 5 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 

31/07/2009  SX028C 6 Styx Forest Block 45 Native forest State forest Clearfell Derwent 

6/08/2009 SAH0034 SX56yz 5 Styx Forest Block 156 Native forest 
Industrial 
freehold Clearfell Derwent 

12/08/2009 TJW0201 HA043B 6 North Lune Spur 1 31 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

17/08/2009  SFM138 1 Gardeners Bay 44 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Huon 

19/08/2009 GAR0267 FN025D 6 Four foot spur 4 4 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 

20/08/2009  LD017A. 5 Levendale 57 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

28/08/2009  SFM136 5 Mountain River 40 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Huon 

28/08/2009 TJW0203 AR085F 1 
Southwood Rd, east of Huon River 
Bridge 38 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

31/08/2009 BSP0074 SX050A 6 Styx Forest Block 67 Native forest State forest Clearfell Derwent 

1/09/2009 GAR0261 HA045E 6 North Lune Road extension 4 Roadline State forest Roadline Huon 
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9/09/2009  TO081A 5 Tooms 88 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

11/09/2009  GN213B 6 Marshalls Tier Lemont 95 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

15/09/2009  SX027E 6 Styx Forest Block 70 Native forest State forest Clearfell Derwent 

21/09/2009  MC012L 5 Mount Connection 45 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

22/09/2009 TJW0195 PC017C 5 East Picton Road 68 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

23/09/2009 TJW0199 RU053A 6 Pear Hill Rd, Picton block 81 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

30/09/2009 TJW0209 AR006I 6 Hartz Road 15 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

15/10/2009 TJW0206 BB026D. 5 Eddy  Road Area 80 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

21/10/2009 TJW0214 SB040A 1 Fitzgeralds Road South Bruny 48 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

28/10/2009  FT008J. 1 Forestier 32 Native forest State forest Clearfell Derwent 

28/10/2009 TJW0210 AR008C. 5 Hartz Road Spur 2 76 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

30/10/2009 TJW0211 LU003A 6 South Lune Road 91 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

4/11/2009 TJW0192 LU040F 1 South Cape Spur 1 81 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

5/11/2009 MLB0109 PL015H 6 Plenty Block 51 roadline/Forestry State forest Clearfell Derwent 

5/11/2009 MLB0110 PL014G 6 Plenty Block 26 Native forest State forest Roadline Derwent 

12/11/2009 NHM0019 Coupe L 5 Mt Seymour 290 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

13/11/2009  MF066A 6 Mount Foster 143 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Bass 

16/11/2009 TJW0207 RU023F. 5 Plenty Link 63 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

18/11/2009  TA017A. 1 Taranna 18 Native forest State forest Clearfell Derwent 

18/11/2009 TJW0087. SO019C. 1 Hays & Caterpillar Road 141 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

25/11/2009 BRM0447 Coupe K 1 Kermandie River 26 Eucalypt plantation Private Conversion Huon 

21/12/2009 RSS0009 Coupe M 1 Braeside Road, Franklin 10 Eucalypt plantation Private Conversion Huon 

21/12/2009 BRM0449 Coupe N 3 Taranna 65 plantation and native forest Private Conversion Derwent 

22/12/2009  MF072A 6 Fingal Rivulet Road 112 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Bass 

22/01/2010  SFM142A 6 Lake Leake 133 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

3/02/2010 CWB0203 Coupe P 1 Franklin 40 native forest/Residential Private Clearfell Huon 

22/02/2010 AKO0197 Coupe O 6 Lonnavale 35 Agriculture/grazing Private Clearfell Huon 

3/03/2010 TJW0222 HA045E. 6 North Lune Road 74 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

4/03/2010  SH043D & E 6 Snow Hill Forest Block 132 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

17/03/2010 MAV0014 Coupe Q 1 Mt Experance 40 
Pasture/boundary fence 
construction Private Conversion Huon 

18/03/2010  MF016B 6 Meadstone Falls Rd, St Pauls River 43 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Bass 

12/04/2010 MJF0247 Coupe R 1 Steels Hill 500 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

21/04/2010  AR080G. 5 Bracken Ridge Link 2 30 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

17/05/2010 NHM0020 Coupe S 6 Goat Hills 37 Native forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

20/05/2010  DN020B 6 Denison State Forest 59 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

21/05/2010 TJW0224 EP031B 6 Peak Rivulet spur 5 106 Production forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

1/06/2010 TJW0225 RU043C 6 Above Township of Judbury Huon 42 State Forest Production State forest Clearfell Huon 
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21/06/2010 CWB0211 EP032D 6 Esperance 19 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

21/06/2010 TJW0231 RU032B 6 Plenty Link 78 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

22/06/2010 TJW0226 PC018C 6 East Picton Road Huon Valley 90 Production forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

6/07/2010 TJW0228 AR053D 6 Huon Valley Southwood road 99 Production Forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

7/07/2010  GN106D 4 Kelvedon Hills - Swansea 65 Native forest Private Clearfell Derwent 

8/07/2010  SFM142D 6 ‘Benham’ Lake Leake Road 169 Regrowth Forest Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

8/07/2010 CWB0212 BB022I 5 Barnback 37 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

15/07/2010 EJL0113 GC041A 4 Goulds Country 104 Production forest State forest Partial harvesting Bass 

19/07/2010 CWB0213 FN032A 3 Franklin 69 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

26/07/2010 CWB0214 AR047D 6 Arve 64 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

26/07/2010  TO104A 4 Tooms 175 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

28/07/2010 TJW0230 PC015B 6 East Picton Huon 62 Production Forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

30/07/2010 NHM0021 Coupe T 6 Wolley's Road 85 Pasture Private Conversion Huon 

30/07/2010 TJW0233 SO036B 1 Tylers Hill near Dover Huon 91 Production forest/NF State forest Clearfell Huon 

20/08/2010 CWB0216 EP059E 6 Esperance 48 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

8/09/2010 CWB0218 AR050F 6 Arve 64 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Huon 

14/09/2010 RSS0013 Coupe U 1 Lenah Valley 15 Native forest Private Firewood Derwent 

17/09/2010  EPO73B 1 Hermons Road 2 65 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

17/09/2010  SW066A 4 Swanport forest block 43 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

23/09/2010 MJF0273 PC004B 6 Blue Hill Road 77 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

30/09/2010 TJW0205 PC083D 6 West Picton Spur 14 67 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

1/10/2010 TJW0208 BB022D 6 Barnback 66 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

6/10/2010 TJW0235 RU001K.. 6 Lonnavale Huon Tasmania 53 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

8/10/2010 CWB0222 CM009F 1* Catamaran 28 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

8/10/2010 CWB0219.. RU023F,, 5 West Plenty Spur 1 Quarry State forest Quarrying Huon 

26/10/2010  FN025D. 6 Fourfoot Road 4 83 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

4/11/2010 MJF0275 HP012C 1* Wobbly Ck. Esperance 51 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

15/11/2010 MJF0277 AR060D 3* Edwards Rd - Arve 78 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

18/11/2010  AR002B. 3* Cribhill Road 41 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

24/11/2010 CWB0226 SW01 1 Pottery Road, Lenah Valley 1 Water Reservoir 
Council owned 
land Water reservoir Derwent 

24/11/2010 MJF0276 AR075F. 5* Edwards Link 42 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

24/11/2010 MJF0271 DH017H 3* Denison Road 71 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

26/11/2010 TJW0238 KD009D 1* Bennetts Road Huon Tasmania 45 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

7/12/2010 GAR0274 CM004C 1* South Cape Spur 25/1 2 Road/Native forest State forest Roadline Huon 

13/12/2010  SFM142AA 6 Long Marsh Road, Lake Leake 105 Bush, Woodland Private Partial harvesting Derwent 

21/12/2010  SX038C/D 5* Styx Forest Block 120 Native forest State forest Clearfell Derwent 

4/01/2011  AR069G 3* Edwards Road 97 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 
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20/01/2011 TJW0239 FN006A 1* New Road Franklin Huon 106 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

1/02/2011 TJW0239 SB009A. 1* New Road Franklin Huon District 20 Native forest State forest Clearfell Huon 

2/02/2011  MC015D 4* Mount Connection 50 Native forest State forest Partial harvesting Derwent 

1
 FPP refused by FPA and refusal appealed at the Forest Practices Tribunal.  Negotiated outcome reached through the tribunal process 

2
 FPP refused by FPA and refusal appealed at the Forest Practices Tribunal. FPA decision upheld and FPP refused.  

3
 FPP refused by FPA and refusal not appealed at the Forest Practices Tribunal.  

 

Personal information (e.g. landowner names) when used as a coupe identifier have been removed and replaced with a the generic term ‘Coupe’ and given a unique letter.  

Explanation of column headings 

Date Received  The date that the notification was received by the FPA 

FPP #   The forest practices plan number assigned to the coupe (some FPP numbers are not available at the time of notification) 

Coupe #  Assigned coupe name  

Rec # Recommended action number from the swift parrot decision tree. Rec # with a * are from the November 2010 version of the decision 

tree (see Appendix 2) 

Location  Location of the coupe (often described by the nearest town or road) 

Area (ha)  Total operation area of the coupe 

Proposed land use What the land will be used for after the operation is complete 

Tenure   Land tenure 

Operation  The proposed forest operation 

District   Forestry district where the coupe is located (see figure 2) 

 

*The data used in this document was current on the 2
nd

 February 2011.  
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Appendix 3: Previous version of the swift parrot decision tree which was used to guide 

decisions on habitat management of the swift parrot in areas covered by the forest 

pracitces system between January 2009 and November 2010.  
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Appendix 4: Flow chart outlining the appeal and compensation process based on the 

presence and proposed management of threatened species and/or threatened native 

vegetation communities
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